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Bookspecs Publishing, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. 2nd Revised with New Format and Co ed..
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Is Christianity Really True? Every
religion has its own set of truth-claims. What makes Christianity so different? FAITH WITH REASON is
an introduction to the Christian worldview. It explains how the Christian view of reality contrasts
with some of the more popular religious notions in our culture today. Topics include: -- Why all
religious beliefs are not equal (and how to identify false philosophical notions and inaccurate
religious ideas) -- The real relationship between faith and reason (you ve probably never heard this
before even though St. Augstine taught this historic, scriptural view) -- How we can know the Bible is
actually God s Word (with an approach of 100 absolute certainty) -- Why evolution is religion in
disguise (and how materialism is an ultimate faith-view) -- How logic opposes non-Christian
religions (based upon their own teachings) -- Why the problem of evil actually reflects the existence
of an all powerful, loving God (hint: evil is a profound psychological problem, but not a logical one
when it comes to biblical faith in God) It s...
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This pdf is definitely not straightforward to get started on studying but extremely exciting to see. It generally does not charge an excessive amount of. Your
lifestyle period is going to be convert once you full looking over this publication.
-- Elliott Rem pel MD-- Elliott Rem pel MD

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I discovered this publication from my i
and dad advised this pdf to find out.
-- Mr s. Glenda  Rodr ig uez-- Mr s. Glenda  Rodr ig uez
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